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Bereavement and Mourning (Africa)
By Meshack Owino

This article examines bereavement and mourning practices among African families during
World War I by focusing on, first, the traditional modes of mourning, grieving, and
remembering the dead; second, the participation and death of African soldiers in the war; and
third, on factors that often led to injury, illness, and death among African servicemen during
World War I. The article also describes how practices were transformed during and after the
war and how uneven the transformation of African mourning practices were over the course
of the conflict.
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Introduction
Colonial rule spread Western ideas, values, and practices to African culture beginning in the latter
half of the 19th century. The colonial influence on African culture was particularly evident during
World War I, when the wartime experiences of African families and soldiers led to major changes in
African ideas, beliefs, and practices pertaining to illness, death, burial, and remembrance. More than
2 million Africans participated in World War I and around 200,000 African soldiers and carriers lost
their lives during military service.[1] As a result of African participation and experience in the war,
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many African families began to adopt Western mourning practices related to grieving, burying, and
remembering the dead. However, the nature and trajectory of change in the African mode of grieving
was not uniform: some continued to follow traditional African customs while others adopted entirely
Christian or Western customs; others intermingled the two traditions.

Traditional African Beliefs and Practices
Africans universally believed that life was sacred and that every person had a right to proper
treatment and care in life and death. The vast majority of Africans believed in treating the ill, the
injured, the dying and the dead with care. However, different African communities - ethnic, regional,
and religious, to mention only a few - traditionally dealt with matters of illness, death, bereavement,
and mourning in different ways. The way the Yoruba of Nigeria mourned, grieved and remembered
the dead[2] was not always the same as that of the Gikuyu of Kenya.[3] Take for example, the
manner in which the Nandi of Kenya and the Igbo of Nigeria handled the bodies of the dying and the
dead: the Nandi would often move the very ill and dying out of their homesteads to be left out in a
faraway open field. If a sick person recovered from this ordeal, they would be welcomed back into
the homestead, but, if they died, the body would be left for the hyenas to devour.[4] The Igbo kept the
ill and dying within the homestead to receive treatment until they died or recovered. If a person died,
they would be buried in a grave within the homestead. Yet, in spite of these differences, there were
certain shared overarching characteristics in African beliefs and practices regarding illness, death,
bereavement, and remembrance of the dead.[5]
Nearly all African communities regarded illness and death with great trepidation. Human beings were
expected to live and enjoy a normal life until death in old age and many African families believed that
an early death was not a natural occurrence. Anything that interfered with the natural course of life
and brought about illness or premature death was believed to be caused by sorcery or evil spirits.[6]
Consequently, Africans took elaborate measures including traditional ceremonies to ward off illness,
death, and bereavement, also during wartime.[7]
During World War I, many African families provided their soldiers with charms and amulets to protect
them from harm, invited elders to offer blessings, and beseeched religious leaders and medicine
men to make sacrifices and offerings to the gods to guide soldiers during their military service.[8] If
an African soldier contracted an illness or was injured, his family did everything within its power to
arrange treatment by consulting with traditional medicine men and religious leaders and begging
them to save the life of the injured or ailing soldier.
Many African families took such steps caring for the ill and the injured not only out of love, but also
out of a strong belief in life after death; more specifically, the belief of power of the dead over the
living. Nearly all African communities believed that when somebody died, their spirit passed on to
another world where they could continue communing with the living, dispensing favors and
misfortune. The Igbo, for example, believed that their ancestors lived amongst them, “a permanent
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presence among the living: he or she is an onlooker, giving rewards or punishment according to the
behavior of the living.”[9] The Abanyole, a sub-group of the Abaluhya of Kenya, also believed that the
spirits of the dead were capable of rewarding or punishing the living.[10]
African families often tried to ensure that the dead were given a proper burial and their families were
provided with moral, material, and spiritual support. Death was an occasion for every member of the
community to come together to mourn, remember, commiserate, and send off the spirit of the dead
into the next world.[11] Nearly all African communities believed in burying the dead in their ancestral
land, where the spirit of the dead would join with the spirit world. Among Ghana’s Ashanti, families,
relatives, and members of the community would mourn at the homestead of the deceased. During
such occasions, the Ashanti performed solemn rites on the dead, offered sacrifices in his memory,
and participated in elaborate burial ceremonies.[12] Every able-bodied, adult member of the Ashanti
community was generally expected to attend burial ceremonies because it was believed that the
dead would notice those present and those absent and would offer their blessings and curses
accordingly. The Abanyala sub-group of the Abaluhya of Kenya performed ceremonies
commemorating the end of mourning by slaughtering and eating chickens and cows at the
homestead of the deceased. Among the Baganda of Uganda, “the state of mourning or ‘death’
(olumbe) was ended by a ceremony called ‘destroying death’ (okwaabya olumbe). This ceremony
involved the eating of a chicken by the male relatives who gathered in the house of the
deceased.”[13]
Apart from performing elaborate funeral ceremonies, members of African communities also took
other measures to commemorate the dead. The Nyau Society among the Chewa of Malawi staged
complex masquerade ceremonies complete with death masks to commemorate death and other
important social occasions. The Luo of Kenya named their children after the dead believing that this
was one of the best ways to keep their memory alive. The Shona and the Ndebele of Zimbabwe built
shrines for the spirit of the dead in their homes.[14] Many African communities observed mourning,
bereavement, and remembrance ceremonies that sometimes lasted for weeks, months, even years.
They remembered the dead by invoking their names during such ceremonies, conducting libation
rituals, and holding ceremonies naming the living after the dead.[15] How, then, did Africans mourn,
bury, and remember dead soldiers during and after World War I, and how did these customs and
practices change during the period?

Mourning and Remembrance During and After World War I
African soldiers served in World War I mostly in the armies of the British, French and German
colonial powers, some as volunteers, but the overwhelming majority as conscripts. While some
soldiers served as combatants on the frontlines, the majority served as carriers (porters). Many
were killed in combat in Africa and Europe and many more were killed by health problems brought
about by exhaustion, exposure to the elements, and disease.[16] It has been estimated that about
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1,800 African soldiers in the German Schutztruppe and about 1,377 African soldiers on the British
side were killed in combat during the East African Campaign.[17] About 30,000 African soldiers were
killed while serving in the French army in Europe.[18] Of the nearly 2 million African soldiers who
served in World War I, almost 200,000 died during the war.[19] In East Africa alone, nearly 1 million
African servicemen were involved in the war in one way or another, and about 10 percent of them
lost their lives. “The total mortality rate” among East African men “was well over 100,000.”[20]
Many African families were shocked by the sheer number of casualties and deaths. Africans in
Senegal characterized World War I as “‘a very, very bad thing’ or as ‘the worst thing I ever saw’.”[21]
Those in Malawi equated the war with tengatenga - military labor.[22] Others in East Africa
associated the war with military labor units such as the Carrier Corps (Kariokor) and death.[23]
Indeed, years after the war ended, many Africans continued to remember the war as a very
destructive event that took the lives of many of their people.
There is no doubt that the death of African soldiers and carriers during World War I was extremely
painful for their families back home, as the experience of Senegalese families demonstrates:
[The parents of those who had been killed] knew the number of soldiers who went to the
war together, and they [also] knew the number of soldiers who came back. So no one
[had to tell] them their sons were dead; they guessed it [on their own]. [But afterward],
we told them how they died. Those [of us who] knew how their sons died explained to
their families [what had happened to them]...[I had to do this once]... A son [from my
grandfather’s family] was lost in Champagne...And [they] knew that we went [to the war]
together. But when I came back, they did not see him. And after a while, they began to
ask me where he was. And I told them: ‘He is dead, you have to make the sacrifices’.[24]
Nevertheless, the modes of mourning and burial of dead African soldiers across and beyond Africa
during the war were not uniform. Many families performed funeral rites for their dead soldiers in line
with traditional African practices; others changed certain aspects of their traditions; while others
completely adopted western and Christian modes of mourning and burying the dead.
Among the Chewa, who upheld traditional practices and funerary rites, bereaved families would often
invite members of the feared Nyau Society to perform death rituals at funerals during and after World
War I.[25] Among traditional Luo families, respected family members of the deceased and community
elders would lead the family in mourning. Members of the community would visit the dead soldier’s
home, singing his praises and reciting dirges while condemning the evil spirits for taking away a
great member of their community. Young and elderly men would run helter-skelter about the dead
man’s homestead, wielding spears and shields and bows and arrows, in mock battles with the evil
spirits. Members of the community would slaughter animals to feed mourners attending the funeral
and to pay homage to the dead soldier’s memory. Families observing traditional rites believed that
doing otherwise could invite curses from the dead soldier, and misfortune would follow for the
community at large.
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Many African families performed traditional funeral rites without the bodies of the dead as many
African soldiers died far away from home, in places where bodies could not be retrieved. In such
situations, families were often compelled to conduct funeral rites for their dead soldiers in
accordance with their traditional customs. The Luo, for example, usually buried the fruit of the yago
(Kigelia africana) tree in a grave in the dead soldier’s homestead in the same manner they would
have buried his body. Other African families ceremonially buried various types of objects to
represent and commemorate the death of their soldiers whose bodies were absent. Such families
also remembered the dead soldiers by naming children born in the community after them.
The experience of African families and soldiers during the war, in particular, and under colonialism, in
general, led to major changes in African ideas, beliefs, and practices pertaining to illness, death,
burial, and remembrance. We see this change during and after World War I, when, for example,
African families that had converted to Christianity and adopted Western customs began to bury their
dead soldiers in the Christian style. Exactly how many Africans had converted to Christianity during
the early colonial period is not clear. It is clear, however, that when families had converted to
Christianity, they often observed Christian rituals and practices during burial ceremonies. Among the
Zulu Christian converts, for example, many bereaved families would invite, not their traditional elders,
but, rather, an ordained minister to lead the mourners in grieving and burying the dead. The minister
would lead the mourners in reading Bible passages, singing Christian hymns, and blessing the soul
of the dead person before he was buried according to Christian tradition.
African families also yielded authority to the colonial military officials to bury their dead in war
cemeteries both in Africa and Europe.[26] Instead of insisting on traditional ceremonies, they began to
accept and observe colonial military customs. In the same vein, African families began to recognize
colonial monuments built to honor and glorify the sacrifices and heroic accomplishments of living and
dead African soldiers during the war. African families in Kenya, for example, were often in awe of the
statue of three soldiers that stands on Kenyatta Avenue in Nairobi, Kenya, a monument built in honor
of the East African contingent of the British army. While some African families perpetuated traditional
modes of mourning and others adopted Western practices, still others tried to straddle both traditional
and western spaces in funerary customs and other facets of life. Such families were very common.

Conclusion
Over the course of World War I, African families mourned, buried, and honored dying and dead
soldiers with both traditional and Western/colonial practices. This article has offered some thoughts
on how Africans traditionally dealt with illness, injuries, and death as well as the ways in which new
modes of mourning were integrated into African culture, laying groundwork for further studies of the
mourning and commemoration of African soldiers during World War I.

Meshack Owino, Cleveland State University
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